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Abstract: TiO2/TeO2 powders were obtained by an aqueous sol-gel method. Telluric acid (H6TeO6)
and titanium butoxide were used as precursors. The as-prepared gel was step-wisely heated in the
temperature range 200–700 ◦C and subsequently characterized by XRD, IR, and UV-Vis analysis and
SEM. Mixtures containing TiO2 (anatase), α-TeO2 (paratellurite), and TiTe3O8 were established by
XRD as final products, depending on heating temperature. The thermal stability of the obtained
gels in the temperature range 100–400 ◦C was investigated. It was found by IR spectroscopy that
the samples heated up to 300–400 ◦C consist mainly of an organic–inorganic amorphous phase
which is transformed into an inorganic one above these temperatures. The microstructure of the
gels was verified by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The photocatalytic degradation of the
synthesized nanopowders toward Malachite green organic dye (MG) was examined in order to
evaluate the potential applications for environmental remediation. The prepared TiO2/TeO2 samples
showed up to 60% decoloration efficiency after 120 min exposure to UV-light. The composition
exhibited good antimicrobial activity against E. coli K12. The properties of the obtained material were
investigated by the reactions of complete catalytic oxidation of different alkanes and toluene, and it
could be suggested that TiO2/TeO2 powders are promising material for use as an active phase in
environmental catalysts.

Keywords: sol-gel; powders; antibacterial properties; photocatalytic properties

1. Introduction

Titania (TiO2) is one of the most popular materials for (photo)catalytic applications
and solar energy conversion. Its wide use for environmental remediation is due to the
excellent properties such as non-toxicity, stability, and low cost. A number of excellent
review papers devoted to various aspects of TiO2 have been published [1–7]. The low
temperature sol-gel method is widely used for production of TiO2 nanoparticles with large
surface area [8]. It is also known that due to nontoxicity, long-term photostability, and high
effectiveness, TiO2 has been widely utilized in mineralizing toxic and nonbiodegradable
environmental contaminants [9]. TiO2 also possesses good mechanical resistance as well
as stability in acidic and oxidative environments. These properties make TiO2 a desirable
candidate for heterogeneous catalyst support [10].

The unceasing attention of scientists to the photocatalysis with metaloxide-based
semiconductors is due to their ability for reducing the toxic substances and removal of
heavy organic contaminants from wastewater [1,9,10]. The literature data revealed that
the photocatalytic degradation to purify water is considered an effective and economical
technique [1,9,11]. Among the various available metal oxides, TiO2 is the preferable one as
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a prominent candidate for antibacterial and photocatalysis activity. Nowadays, new active
photocatalysts have been obtained for Methylene blue and Oxytetracycline degradation
under dark and visible light conditions [12,13]. Photocatalytic reactions at the surface of
titanium dioxide have been attracting much attention in view of their practical applications
to environmental cleaning such as self-cleaning of tiles, glasses, and windows [14]. As
it is known TiO2 absorbs only near-ultraviolet (UV) light and the doping with metal
ions has been investigated to extend its absorption to the visible light region for better
photocatalytic performance. The photocatalytic activity of metal-doped TiO2 is determined
by the type of dopant. It was reported that metal ion dopants strongly modify the anatase-
rutile phase transition temperature, change the photoreactivity of TiO2 nanosized particles,
and enhance the catalytic properties of supported metals or oxides. Various methods for
synthesis such as a hydrothermal route, sol-gel route, and wet impregnation have been
studied for doped TiO2 powders. Among them, the sol-gel process is the most widely used
approach consisting of two steps: hydrolysis of a titanium salt and a further condensation
reaction. It was found that this method leads to obtaining the greatest homogeneous
distribution of the dopant in the host matrix and a high surface area of as-prepared TiO2
particles [15]. TiO2 shows relatively high reactivity and chemical stability under ultraviolet
light (λ < 387 nm), and its energy exceeds the band gap of 3.3 eV in the anatase crystalline
phase [14].

Malachite Green (MG), a triphenylmethane dye, is a compound that is mainly used in
textile industries and partly used in aquaculture in fungicides and ectoparasiticides [16–18].
Several review papers concerning the wide range of toxicological effects of malachite green
(MG) and its effect on the ecosystem have been published [19]. It has been generalized that
the toxicity of this dye increases with exposure time, temperature, and concentration.

Additionally, TiO2 NPs can be used as an antibacterial agent because of strong oxi-
dation activity and superhydrophilicity. Specifically, their antimicrobial activity is greatly
dependent on the photocatalytic performance of TiO2, which depends strongly on its mor-
phological, structural, and textural properties and these peculiarities have been described
in details in several review papers and book chapters [20–23]. In recent years there has been
an increase in the resistance of several bacterial strains to these substances, and therefore
there is currently a great interest in the search for new antimicrobial substances. With this
in mind, titanium dioxide nanoparticles are one of the antimicrobial NPs whose study
still continues to gain interest. It is important to highlight that some research works have
evidenced increased antimicrobial activity of TiO2 NPs after irradiation with UV-A light
due to the photocatalytic nature of this oxide. The mechanism referring to the antimicrobial
action of TiO2 is commonly associated to reactive oxygen species (ROS) which affect and
destroy the bacterial cells by different mechanisms [24].

As a conditional network former, TeO2 does not form glass alone, but tellurite glasses
are attractive because of their excellent optical properties (high refractive index, high third
order nonlinear properties, wide optical window from the ultraviolet to the infrared region,
etc.) [25]. The sol-gel method is an alternative way to extend the application of new tellurite
compositions. Powders and films in the TiO2–TeO2 and TeO2–PbO–TiO2 systems have been
reported in several papers, irrespective of the anomalously high hydrolysis rate of Te(VI).

Nowadays, the most popular research field is designing of new nanomaterials using
metal oxides with dual applications (photocatalyst and antibacterial agent). The nanocom-
posite potential’s is due to their ease of synthesis, size, shape, and doping with countless
metal and non-metal materials with different concentration which made them suitable to
enhance the properties of existing material [10,26].

Our team has extensive experience in the sol-gel obtaining of composite powders
containing TiO2. Until now, we have obtained different binary, ternary, and multicom-
ponent composites with good photocatalytic and antibacterial properties applying this
technique [27–31]. This research is a continuation of our previous investigations on the
sol-gel obtaining of TiO2 nanocomposite powders by applying Te(VI) acid and Ti butox-
ide as a new combination of precursors. We continue searching for new combinations
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of compositions which have not previously been investigated with the focus on those
with improved photocatalytic and antibacterial properties. To our knowledge, there are
no reported data on TiO2/TeO2 sol-gel derived powders and study of their biocidal and
environmental applications which emphasizes the novelty in the current work.

Progressing our studies, the aim of the present work is to synthesize TiO2/TeO2 com-
posite by sol-gel technique and to investigate its thermal, structural, and optical properties.
The investigation has been also focused on the antibacterial and photocatalytic properties
of the as-prepared composition. Additionally, its catalytic properties for neutralization of
waste gases containing VOCs were evaluated applying Pd.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Phase Transformations and Thermal Stability of the Gel

The XRD patterns of as-prepared TiO2/TeO2 sample heat treated from 200 to 700 ◦C
are shown in Figure 1. The metallic tellurium (JCPDS 78-2312) is found predominantly
up to 400 ◦C. At 400 ◦C it was registered that TiO2 (anatase, JCPDS 78-2486) coexisted
with metallic tellurium. With increasing the temperature (500 and 600 ◦C), the anatase
became a dominant phase, while at 700 ◦C formation of crystalline TiTe3O8 phase (JCPDS
50-0250) along with TiO2 (rutile) were observed. The average crystallite size of the particles,
calculated from the broadening of the diffraction line using Sherrer’s equation is about
60 nm. Irrespective of using a different precursor (Te(VI) acid) in the performed experiment,
the obtained XRD data are very similar to those obtained by other teams [32–34].

The specific surface area (SSA) results utilizing Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) nitro-
gen adsorption experiments showed that SSA for the TiO2/TeO2 sample was higher and
had a value of 86 m2/g, while it dropped to 71 m2/g when the Pd was added.

DTA/TG curves of the as-prepared gel are presented in Figure 2. An endothermic
effect appeared about 105 ◦C, which is attributed to the evaporation of organic solvent
and desorption of physically adsorbed water. The observed weight loss is about 7%. Two
broad exothermic peaks were registered at about 235 and 285 ◦C. The first one is related to
the beginning of the decomposition of the organic groups (weight loss is ~8%) as in the
pure TBT [35,36]. The second exothermic effect appeared at slightly higher temperature
(285 ◦C) with around 15% weight loss, which suggests strong combustion of the organic
components [37]. The noticed increase in the curve intensity about 400 ◦C suggests the
presence of an exothermic effect due to the oxidation of Te to TeO2. For comparison, other
authors established that this oxidation proceeded at similar temperatures [32,38,39].

2.2. IR and UV-Vis DRS Characterization

The phase transformations during the heat treatment were also studied by means
of IR spectroscopy which is a more sensitive method, and the IR spectra are shown in
Figure 3. The assignment of the bands is made on the basis of the literature data as well as
our previous investigations [40–42]. At low temperature (200 ◦C), intensive characteristic
bands in the range 1460–880 cm−1 were observed. Generally, bands located between
1500–1300 cm−1 assigned to the bending vibrations of CH3 and CH2 groups [43,44]. The
band at 1120 cm−1 is characteristic for the stretching vibrations of Ti-O-C, while those at
1080 and 1040 cm−1 are assigned to the vibrations of terminal and bridging C-O bonds in
butoxy ligands. For the ethylene glycol the asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations
of C-O bonds in CH2-OH group are also at 1080 and 1040 cm−1. In the absorption range
below 1000 cm−1 there is an overlapping between the vibrations of different structural units
TiO6 and TeOn and their assignments are difficult to be made because one and the same
band could be related to the vibrations of different structural units. We can assume that the
band centered about 790 cm−1 could be connected to the deformation vibrations of Ti-O-C
bonds from butoxy groups [43,44]. On the other hand, bands in the range of 600–400 cm−1

could be also related to the vibrations of TiO6 building units [45]. Additionally, the typical
vibrations of TeO4 groups building up the crystalline TeO2 are situated about 770, 660, and
640–630 cm−1 [46–49].
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and TiO2 commercial products.

The bands above 1000 cm−1, characteristic of the organic groups, are not visible
above 400 ◦C. The spectra at 400 and 600 ◦C are characterized mainly by bands below
900 cm−1, typical for the inorganic units (TiO6 and TeO4 units). These bands are broadened,
with the low intensity that is a peculiarity of disordered systems. At these temperatures
the overlapping between these vibrations makes difficulties for the IR assignment. The
structural data are in good accordance with the XRD data.
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The UV–visible analysis is considered a non-destructive and it is a powerful tool for
exploring the optical features of nanocomposite powders [10]. Numerous factors influence
the absorbance, such as surface, impurity centers, oxygen deficiency, and bandgap [10]. The
optical absorption spectra of both gels 90TiO2.10TeO2 and Ti(IV) butoxide were shown in
Figure 4. The absorption edge and optical band gap values of the samples are summarized
in Table 1. The UV-Vis spectra exhibit two maxima 240–260 nm and 320–340 nm which could
be assigned to the isolated TiO4 and TiO6 units, respectively [50]. As it seen from the figure,
for TBT gel, the intensity of UV peaks in the spectra at 240 nm and that near 320 nm are
compatible which is an indication of the compatible amount of TiO4 and TiO6 polyhedra in
the gel network. In the 90TiO2.10TeO2 gel the peak at 340 nm is dominant which is a result
of additional activation of hydrolysis-condensation processes [50]. The other peculiarity is
the red shift of the absorption edges in the spectra. These observations are consistent with
the reports in the literature for Te— and C—modified TiO2 compositions [51,52]. It was
reported that [53] the doping of elementary Te into TiO2 induced an increase in absorption
due to smaller band gap of Te than that of TiO2 (0.3 vs 3.2 eV). The UV-Vis spectra were
also used to determine the optical band gap (Eopt) of investigated sample (Table 1). The
obtained data are corroborated by the literature data [54].
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Table 1. Investigated TiO2/TeO2 gel, observed cut-off and calculated optical band gap values (Eg).

- Sample Cut-Off, nm Eg, eV

1. Ti(IV) butoxide 375 3.31

2. 90TiO2.10TeO2 395 3.14

2.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy

The HRTEM images performed in different parts of investigated samples 90TiO2/
10TeO2 and 90TiO2/10TeO2/Pd are shown in Figures 5–7. Predominantly spherical and
well-shaped particles are observed with size between 50 nm to 100 nm, which corresponds
to the results obtained by XRD. Bright field TEM micrographs from selected areas of the
samples are shown in Figure 6. The composition map via STEM—XEDS analysis was
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carried out to examine the distribution of elements in the composite sample. The results of
mapping studies (Figures 5–7) portray the coexistence of Ti, O, Te, and Pd elements and
their homogeneous distribution. These results demonstrated also that Pd was uniformly
doped in the TiO2 nanoparticles and did not contain segregated particles. The obtained
data from the qualitative elemental analysis performed in different points of the sample
surface are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Elemental analysis according to TEM.

Sample Map Sum Spectrum wt %

90TiO2/10TeO2

Ti 51.09

O 33.95

Te 14.96

90TiO2/10TeO2/Pd

Ti 57.78

O 22.08

Te 18.84

Pd 1.5
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Te; (e) composition map of Pd.

2.4. Antibacterial Assessment

The investigated 90TiO2.10TeO2 sample heat treated at 200 and 400 ◦C has been tested
for antibacterial activity against E. coli K12 NBIMCC 407 (Figure 8). The testing has been
performed by monitoring the cell reduction in their presence in a liquid medium and
measuring the inhibition zones formed around the materials (Figure 8a,b).
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Both tested powdered materials showed good antibacterial activity against E. coli K12
NBIMCC 407. However, the highest level of bacterial cell reduction was achieved by the
sample heated at 400 ◦C—68% reduction (Figure 8b). The other sample, heat treated at
200 ◦C showed weaker antibacterial activity—50%. Obviously, the temperature of the heat
treatment does not greatly affect the antibacterial behavior of materials. Additionally, the
antibacterial properties of the tested materials were estimated by second microbiological
method refers to the measurement of the zones, free of bacterial growth. The obtained
results revealed well-formed inhibition zones around both materials. Lower antibacterial
activity was observed again by sample heated at the lower temperature (200 ◦C) (inhibition
zone = 16 mm) (Figure 8a).

In interpretation of the obtained data, it must be underlined that there are many factors
influencing the antimicrobial activity of the synthesized TiO2 nanoparticles: morphology,
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crystal nature, size, and specific surface area [20,55,56]. Some authors [20] summarize
that the enhancement of the specific surface area stimulates the antimicrobial reduction
in TiO2 nanoparticles. This could be explained by the nature of titanium dioxide, and one
of the main mechanisms of its action is through the generation of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) on its surface during the process of photocatalysis when it is exposed to light at an
appropriate wavelength. During this process free radicals were produced that contribute to
the biocidal activity of the samples by destruction of cellular organic compounds [57]. On
the other hand, the antimicrobial activity of TiO2 even in the absence of photo activation
has been also reported [57]. It has been found that an electromagnetic attraction between
microorganisms and the TiO2 NPs occurred due to the positive charge carried by the TiO2
and the negative charges carried by the microorganisms’ surface which leads to oxidation
reactions. In this way TiO2 deactivates cellular enzymes and DNA by coordinating to
electron-donating groups, such as: thiols, amides, carbohydrates, indoles, and hydroxyls.
The resulting pits formed in bacterial cell walls lead to increased permeability and cell
death [57].

Analyzing our results, it could be generalized that the samples heated at higher
temperature (400 ◦C) showed better antibacterial activity (68%) compared to those heated
at 200 ◦C (50%). Our suggestion is that these results could be explained bearing in mind the
XRD results (Figure 1), where the presence of elemental tellurium at a higher temperature
and metal-organic complexes at 200 ◦C were established. It has been reported that when
metal nanoparticles and organics are present in the antibacterial agent, the release of their
ions retards the Gram-negative bacteria [20,58]. On the other hand, the relatively good
antibacterial activity at both temperatures could be related to the lower bandgap (3.14 eV)
as well as the higher surface area (86 m2/g) which contribute to the formation of highly
reactive oxygen species (ROS) responsible for bacterial cell damage.

2.5. Photocatalytic Activity

The photocatalytic degradation of MG under UV irradiation has been tested in the
presence of investigated 90TiO2.10TeO2 sample. The photocatalytic properties were com-
pared to those of TiO2 obtained from Ti(IV) butoxide and to commercial TiO2 (Fluka), used
as a reference (Figure 9a). As can be seen from the figure, the best photocatalytic activity
showed commercial pure TiO2 (Fluka). The results of the photocatalytic test reveal that the
addition of tellurium oxide did not improve the degradation of the MG dye at our experi-
mental conditions and its effectiveness is comparable to those of TiO2 obtained from Ti(IV)
butoxide. These findings were confirmed by the application of pseudo-first-order kinetic
model [59,60] for determination of the photodegradation rate constants in the degradation
process of MG, commonly expressed by the equation:

lnCo/Ct = kt,

where k is the photodegradation rate constant (min−1), Co is the initial concentration and
Ct is the concentration at any time, t.

Semi-logarithmic plots of the concentration data gave straight lines, from which slopes
the rate constants are derived (Figure 9b). The rate constants of synthesized TiO2/TeO2
sample, pure TiO2 and the commercial TiO2 are 0.0072, 0.0065, and 0.0674 min−1, respec-
tively. All correlation coefficients (R2) were higher than 0.947. As it is also seen from the
figure, the best photocatalytic activity showed commercial pure TiO2 (Fluka) with 100%
decoloration efficiency after 60 min irradiation. The photodegradation efficiency of the
TiO2/TeO2 sample was similar to that of synthesized from Ti(IV) butoxide pure TiO2—both
achieved only 35% bleaching after 60 min irradiation, and less than 60% after 120 min of
illumination. It is well known that the photocatalytic activity of doped TiO2 depends on
many factors, such as synthesis method, dopant concentration, light source, particle size,
and surface area. Obviously, at our experimental conditions, the presence of tellurium was
not beneficial to the photoactivity under UV irradiation.
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Figure 9. (a) Photodegradation efficiency of TiO2/TeO2, TiO2-butox and TiO2-Fluka samples in
decoloration of MG under UV irradiation; (b) Photocatalytic reaction kinetics of MG decoloration by
TiO2/TeO2, TiO2-butox and TiO2-Fluka samples.

Girish et al. [61] generalized that it is difficult to compare the photocatalytic activities
of doped with metal ion titania. They also stated that there are conflicting results on
the effects of doping on the photoactivity of TiO2. The wide variability of reports on
the photoactivity of metal ion doped titania is due to the specific preparation methods,
experimental conditions used, and the broad array of chemical reactions used to verify
photoactivity over a range of wavelengths λ > 400 nm. Fundamentally, these issues can
be understood in terms of: (i) lack of surface structure facilitating surface transfer and
reactivity of carriers and (ii) the distribution of dopant-induced localized states not being
optimal to facilitate the photo-oxidation reactions.

However, there is no study comparing the biocidal activity and photocatalytic proper-
ties of TiO2/TeO2 sample. In our investigations we observed different trends for photocat-
alytic and antibacterial activities. Although photocatalytic degradation and antibacterial
activity are frequently attributed to the same mechanisms (reactive oxygen species (ROS)
generation), it has been recently shown that they did not follow the same trends [60,62].
This phenomenon has been stated already in our previous paper concerning other systems
containing TiO2 [62]. The observed different trends could probably be explained by the di-
rect oxidation/reduction processes occurring at the catalyst surface for the dye degradation
while antibacterial activity may occur due to the involvement of ROS produced.

2.6. Catalytic Activity Test

The above-described properties of sol-gel derived 90TiO2.10TeO2 offer the possibility
to develop a thermally stable material with potential application in the environmental
catalysis. In order to investigate this possibility, catalytic activity tests in the oxidation of
CO and methane were performed. The modification of TiO2 by Pd leads to remarkably
high activity in the reaction of CO oxidation (Figure 10). At high gas hourly space velocity
(GHSV = 46,150 h−1) and in the presence of 1 vol. % water vapor, the reaction begins at
almost ambient temperatures (50 ◦C). For practical application it is of interest to predict
the activity at gas hourly space velocities ranged at 15,000 h−1. The results, obtained by
the mathematic modeling using the data at GHSV = 46,150 h−1 and recalculated further to
GHSV = 15,000 h−1 are presented in Figure 11. Obviously, in the presence of water vapor
one may achieve T90 (temperature for conversion of 90%) conversion of CO at 120 ◦C, T50
being 89 ◦C.
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The activity towards methane combustion is relatively low, when compared with
similar Pd-based catalysts; however, the use of TiO2 as catalytic support increases the
SO2—tolerance of the exhaust gas catalysts [63,64], due to the preferred sulfite formation on
the catalytic surface, rather than the formation of the stable and difficult to remove sulfates.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Samples Preparation

Based on our previous study on the gel formation in the binary TiO2-TeO2 system, a
composition containing 90 mol% TiO2 was selected (90TiO2.10TeO2) and subjected to
detailed investigations. Knowing that tellurium alkoxides possess a high hydrolysis
rate [37,65–67] we used Te(VI) acid (H6TeO6, Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) in a
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combination of Ti(IV) butoxide (Fluka AG, Seelze, Germany) and ethylene glycol (C2H6O2)
(99% Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany). The scheme for synthesis is presented in
Figure 11. The initial solutions were prepared by dissolving the precursors in ethylene
glycol by vigorous magnetic stirring while keeping the molar ratio T(IV) butoxide/C2H6O2
= 1:1 and H6TeO6/C2H6O2 = 1:2. Finally, both solutions were mixed with vigorous stirring.
During the experimental procedure, no additional water was added. The sol-gel hydrolysis
reaction was accomplished only in the presence of air moisture. By doing this, a transparent
gel was obtained and followed by heat treatment at 200 ◦C in air in order to hydrolyze
unreacted -OR groups as well as to decrease their content. Aiming to verify the phase
and structural transformations, the gels were subjected to further stepwise heating from
300 to 700 ◦C. The calcination of the samples was performed for 2 h exposure time in
air, until obtaining powder. The calcination temperature was selected on the basis of our
previous investigations [68]. The pH during the experiments was measured at 7.5–8.0.
The photocatalytic properties of the synthesized powders were compared with those of a
commercial TiO2 (Fluka AG, Seelze, Germany).

Pd Impregnation over 90TiO2/10TeO2

For verifying the catalytic properties, the so prepared 90TiO2/10TeO2 powdered sam-
ples were modified by Pd (0.5 wt%) using the incipient wetness impregnation method. The
impregnation was carried out at room temperature for 6 h using a solution of Pd(NO3)2
(99.9%, Alfa Aesar, Kandel, Germany), drying at room temperature overnight and calcina-
tion at 500 ◦C for 2 h in argon atmosphere [69].

3.2. Samples Characterization

Powder XRD patterns were registered at room temperature with a Bruker D8 Advance
(Berlin, Germany) X-ray powder diffractometer with a Cu Ka radiation (k = 1.54056 Å)
with a LynxEye solid position sensitive detector and X-ray tube operated at 40 kV and
40 mA. X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded in the range of 5.3–80◦ 2 h with a step
of 0.02◦ 2 h. The decomposition process of the as prepared and aged in air gels was
determined by differential thermal analysis (LABSYSTM EVO apparatus, Setaram, Lyon,
France) with Pt-Pt/Rh thermocouple at a heating rate of 10 K/min in air flow, using
Al2O3 as a reference material. The accuracy of the temperature was ±5 ◦C. Heating of the
samples was limited up to 600 ◦C. Gases evolved (EGA) during the thermal treatments
were analyzed by mass spectrometry (MS) with a Pfeiffer OmniStarTM mass spectrometer
(Pfeiffer Vacuum Technology AG, Wetzlar, Germany). Mass spectra recorded for samples
A, C and D (Figure 3) show the m/z= 15, 18 and 44 signals, being ascribed to CH3, H2O
and CO2, respectively. The infrared spectra were registered in the range 1600–400 cm−1

using the KBr pellet technique on a Nicolet-320 FTIR spectrometer (Madison, USA) with
64 scans and a resolution of ±1 cm−1. The optical absorption spectra of the powdered
samples in the wavelength range 200–1000 nm were recorded by a UV–VIS diffused
reflectance Spectrophotometer Evolution 300 (Thermo Electron Corporation, Madison,
WI, USA) using a magnesium oxide reflectance standard as the baseline. The band gap
energies (Eg) of the samples were calculated by the Planck’s equation: Eg = h.c

λ = 1240
λ ,

where Eg is the band gap energy (eV), h is the Planck’s constant, c is the light velocity
(m/s), and λ is the wavelength (nm). The morphology of the samples was examined
by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) investigations were performed on a JEOL
JEM 2100 instrument (Tokyo, Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The specimens
were prepared by grinding and dispersing them in ethanol by ultrasonic treatment for
6 min. The suspensions were dripped on standard carbon/Cu grids. Additional support
for the existence of all participated elements in the investigated samples was performed
by X-ray energy dispersive spectrometry (XEDS) elemental mapping studies. The specific
surface areas (BETs) were determined by low-temperature (77.4 K) nitrogen adsorption
in NOVA 1200e (Quantachrome Instruments NOVA 1200e apparatus, Anton Paar GmbH,
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Graz, Austria) surface area and pore analyzer at relative pressures p/p0 = 0.1–0.3 using
BET equation.

3.2.1. Photocatalytic Activity Experiments

The photocatalytic performance of the synthesized samples was evaluated by the
extent of photodegradation of the organic dye Malachite green (MG) as a model pollutant.
Reaction suspensions were prepared by adding 100 mg of synthesized photocatalysts to
150 mL MG water solution. For all experiments, the concentration of MG dye was 5 ppm.

Before irradiation, the suspensions were magnetically stirred and maintained for
30 min in the dark to attain the absorption–desorption equilibrium between the photocata-
lyst surface and dye molecules. Irradiation with UV-light was provided by a black light
blue lamp (Sylvania BLB 50 Hz 8W T5) with the major fraction of irradiation occurring
at 365 nm. The lamp was fixed 10 cm above the solution surface. Each MG/catalyst
suspension has been exposed to UV-light with vigorous stirring. The zero timing was
the moment of the UV lamp switch on. At specific time intervals, an aliquot (3 mL) of
the suspension was extracted from the photoreacted mixture and centrifuged to remove
the catalyst particles. At our experimental conditions the pH of the dye solution during
the adsorption process varied in the range 5–6 and the pH values of supernatants after
illumination were in the range 6–7. The progress of the gradual decomposition of dye was
monitored by a Jenway 6505 UV-Vis spectrophotometer (designed and manufactured in
UK) at the maximum absorption wavelength of MG—618 nm.

It is a fact that the absorption intensity is directly proportional to dye concentration.
Thus, the percentage of degradation of dye was estimated using the following equation:

D% =
Co−Ct

Co
×100

where D denotes the percentage of photodegradation efficiency, Co is the dye concentration
at zero time and Ct is the concentration after the illumination time t.

3.2.2. Antimicrobial Assay

The antibacterial activity of the tested materials was investigated using Escherichia
coli K12 NBIMCC 407 as a bacterial reference strain. It was obtained from the National
Bank for Industrial Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (NBIMCC, Bulgaria) and cultivated
in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth on a shaker-incubator ES-20/60 (Biosan, Riga, Latvia, 120 rpm)
at 37 ◦C for 24 h. The first method of antimicrobial assay consists of the determination
of antibacterial potential of the materials by studying the cell reduction after exposure to
them. For this purpose, 100 µL of the strain suspension (OD610 nm = 1.9) and 10 mg of
each material were added to flasks, containing 100 mL LB broth. The control was a flask
containing only bacterial cells (without materials added). After 24 h of incubation, 50 µL of
the culture broth of each flask was seeded on sterile LB agar plates. The number of colonies
grown after 24-h incubation in an incubator (Binder, Germany) was used to calculate the
percentage of cell reduction, according to Bachvarova-Nedelcheva et al. [56]. In addition,
the antibacterial potential of the materials against the test strain was also determined by
the agar-well diffusion method [70]. Sterile LB agar plates were inoculated with 100 µL
of an exponential culture of E. coli K12 NBIMCC 407, using the spread-plate method. A
quantity of 100 mg of the materials was loaded onto marked wells, prepared in advance in
the agar plates and were then cultured in an incubator at 37 ◦C for 24 h. The antibacterial
activity was assessed by measuring the diameter of the obtained inhibition zones. All tests
were performed in triplicate and the results obtained showed the mean values.

3.2.3. Catalytic Activity Tests

The following testing conditions were applied: catalyst bed volume of 0.5 cm3, irregu-
lar shaped particles having an average diameter of 0.7 mm, reactor diameter of 8.0 mm,
and quartz glass (Dreactor/Dparticles > 10). The gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) was
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fixed to 46,150 h−1. For compensation of the adiabatic effect of the reaction, the catalyst bed
temperature was kept almost constant (the deviation did not exceed ±1 ◦C). The pressure
drop was measured to be below 0.21 m water column. The axial dispersion effect was
not subtracted since the catalyst bed is corresponding to a chain of more than 10 ideal-
mixing cells along the reactor length. Therefore, the geometrical characteristics and the
flow conditions in the catalytic reactor allow the consideration that the reactor is operating
as isothermal plug flow reactor (PFR). The inlet concentrations of reactants were fixed as
follows: methane concentrations at 2000 ppm; CO 900 ppm; and oxygen: 20.9 vol%. All
gas mixtures were balanced to 100% with nitrogen (4.0 grade). The ability to reproduce the
results and the confidence intervals for the measured conversion degree were the subject
of preliminary tests on repeating the experimental runs under conditions similar (but not
identical) for each experimental run represented in the study. The calculated value for
the standard deviation (±1.5%) was calculated on the basis of six measurements in each
experimental point. The reported results are based on averaged values for the conversion
degree within two parallel measurements. The gas analysis was performed by the using of
mass spectrometer of the CATLAB system (Hiden Analytical), additionally supplemented
by on-line gas-analyzers of CO/CO2/O2 (Maihak) and THC-FID (total hydrocarbon con-
tent with a flame ionization detector, Horiba). The possible formation of oxidized organics
by products was monitored by a GC-MS-analyzer, model Agilent AL7890A (Santa Clara,
CA, USA).

4. Conclusions

Aqueous sol-gel method was used for preparation of 90TiO2/10TeO2 gel which was
subjected to detailed investigations. It was established by XRD and IR analysis that the
sample preserved the organic constituents up to 300 ◦C and the organic–inorganic amor-
phous phase transformed into inorganic one above 400 ◦C. The simultaneous existence of
several crystalline phases TiO2 (anatase), α-TeO2 and TiTe3O8 were registered up to 700 ◦C.
The UV—Vis spectroscopy showed two maxima about 240–260 nm and 320–340 nm related
to the isolated TiO4 units and condensed TiO6 groups. The photocatalytic test reveals
that the addition of tellurium oxide did not lead to better activity. The photodegradation
efficiency of the TiO2/TeO2 sample was similar to that of synthesized from Ti(IV) butoxide
pure TiO2—both achieved only 35% bleaching after 60 min irradiation, and less than 60%
after 120 min of illumination. The composition exhibited satisfactory antimicrobial activity
against E. coli K12 as the samples heated at higher temperature (400 ◦C) showed better
antibacterial activity (68%) compared to those heated at 200 ◦C (50%). The properties of
the obtained material were investigated by the reactions of complete catalytic oxidation of
different alkanes and toluene and it could be suggested that TiO2/TeO2 powders can be
considered as prospective material for use as an active phase in the preparation of environ-
mental catalysts. The mathematical model simulations show that the industrial adiabatic
reactor for 99% abatement of CO at gas flow of 10,000 Nm3/h should have the following
dimensions: catalyst bed length 0.03 m; catalytic bed diameter 2.22 m (inlet temperature
118 ◦C; outlet temperature 126.7 ◦C). Therefore, further investigation is required to develop
more efficiency of such powders aiming to improve their applications.
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